
A park ranger is a person who duties are  to protect and pre-
serve protected parklands, forests (then called a forest ranger),
wilderness areas, other natural resources and protected cultural
resources.  Some countries use the term "park warden" to de-
scribe this occupation. 
The duties of the modern park ranger are as varied as the

parks where they serve and in recent years have become more
highly specialized. Regardless of the regular duties of any one
job, the goal of all rangers remains to protect the park re-
sources for future generations and to protect park visitors. This
goal is accomplished by the professionalism and sometimes
overlapping of the different divisions of the job. For example,
an interpretive ranger may perform a law enforcement role by
explaining special park regulations to visitors and encouraging them
to be proper stewards of natural and cultural history. Law enforcement
rangers and other park employees may contribute to the mission of the
interpretive ranger by providing information to park visitors about park
resources and facilities. The spirit of teamwork in accomplishing the
mission of protecting the parks and people is underscored by the fact
that in many cases, the U.S. National Park Service in particular, park
rangers share a common uniform regardless of the work assignment.

* Dispatcher: Some rangers work as park dispatchers, answering
emergency calls and dispatching law enforcement rangers, wildland

fire fighters or Park
EMS crews by radio
to emergency calls.
Dispatch rangers are
assigned to the Park
Protection Division.

* Park Guards:
Guards check to see
that gates are locked,
that closed roads are
not in use, that unau-
thorized persons
keep out of closed or
sensitive areas, etc. 

I Want To Be An
Park Ranger!

* Law enforcement: Law enforcement rangers have police powers
and enforce federal and state criminal laws and park regulations to
provide a crime-free environment both for the safety of the visiting pub-
lic and the protection of park resources. 

* Interpretation and education: Park Rangers provide a wide range
of informational services to visitors. Some Rangers provide practical in-
formation—such as driving directions, train timetables, weather fore-
casts, trip planning resources, and beyond.
* Emergency response: Rangers are often trained in wilderness first

aid and participate in search and rescue to locate lost persons in the
wilderness. 
* Firefighting: Rangers are often the first to spot forest fires and are

often trained to engage in wild land firefighting and in some cases
structural fire fighting. Rangers also enforce laws and regulations re-
garding campfires and other fires on park lands. 

* Maintenance: Some rangers perform routine maintenance on fa-
cilities or equipment - especially in preparing for winter closures and
spring re-openings. 

* Administration: In many cases administrative staff members are
categorized officially as park rangers and may wear the distinct park
ranger uniform while working "behind the scenes" to ensure the con-
tinued operation of the parks. 
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